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Can Talent be Explained? The "Secret" Techniques of Great MusiciansIn this groundbreaking
look into the world of "classical" music, David Jacobson interweaves his educative experiences
at the Curtis Institute of Music with his quest to understand how performers such as Jascha
Heifetz, Nathan Milstein, Vladimir Horowitz, and Glenn Gould achieved such unsurpassed levels
of musical expression and technical skill. What were their "secret" techniques and musical
insights? Can students learn the principles of musical expression the greatest players used?
Jacobson has spent many years analyzing the approach of these and other master players
uncovering their "secrets" (including how note grouping, "laws of phrasing" and alignment with
the meta-pattern of music--MPM-- affect the technique and musical expression of playing) which
he explains in clear, precise, non-technical language, supplemented by color diagrams,
photographs and annotated musical examples. (YouTube videos can now be played at 1/4 and
1/2 speed at pitch. Go to "settings" and select the speed.) His conclusion: the methods,
paradigmatic shifts and musical approach of these masters are essentially the same, yet,
fundamentally different and often opposite to what is taught by contemporary music teachers
and accepted methods--such as those of Ivan Galamian and the Suzuki method (which are both
critically examined)--for string playing, orchestral instruments, piano and voice. Jacobson's
dissatisfaction with contemporary pedagogical methods, which tend to be based on the
personal beliefs of particular teachers, led him to search for a more rigorously researched
pedagogical platform (by studying the methods of great masters) that could serve as a
fundamental paradigmatic model for the teaching of all instruments and voice applicable to any
genre of music. The rediscovery of these techniques and concepts will:Provide a paradigmatic
pedagogical model for the teaching of all instruments and voiceMake playing easier and more
expressive Improve the effectiveness of teaching; the principles of expert playing are
clearDevelop talent naturally, without impedimentCreate many more outstanding performers and
composersEnd the need for a conductor's presence in orchestral performanceChange our ideas
about the nature of genius, talent and our own potentialIn an unfinished treatise, the great cellist,
Emanuel Feuermann, wrote:"It is surprising how few rules and principles there are and still more
surprising how completely they change the entire style of playing..the really outstanding string
players, whether Kreisler, Casals, or Heifetz, are similar to each other in the way they use their
muscular systems and handle their instruments and bows. The main difference lies in their
different personalities, talents and ideas, and only to a very small extent in their
techniques..."Lost Secrets of Master Musicians argues that:Music has a meta-pattern
(MPM).This pattern is discoverable. Great players' technique and musical expression emerge
from this meta-pattern (the ones studied in the book). This may or may not have been a
conscious alignment, but represents a gestalt shift in perception. The field, and educational
organs of classical music, as a whole, derive their teaching of technique and musical expression
from analysis of the printed music. Printed music is an abstraction of music. It's patterns are



fundamentally opposite and incommensurable with the meta-pattern of music. Fundamental
mental (conceptual)/physical settings determine potential, both individually and
systemically. The great players studied in this book learned to play from printed music. Yet, the
mental/physical settings of these master musicians (the ones studied in this book) were aligned
to the meta-pattern of music. Physically, mentally and expressively they were in congruent
relationship with their medium. (to continue, go to See All Editorial Reviews)

"Why has the audience for classical music declined? David Jacobson's painstaking studies of
the performances of past master musicians support a provocative and original hypothesis: The
quality of musical expression has declined over the past century. Important reading for anyone
concerned with the future of classical music and the training of classical musicians."--Robert J.
Flanagan, The Perilous Life of Symphony Orchestras: Artistic Triumphs and Economic
Challenges"Musicians become virtuosos in many different ways, and David Jacobson has
extracted common principles and codified them to help us all achieve higher levels of mastery.
Thorough and engaging."-- Dr. Daniel J. Levitin, author of This Is Your Brain on Music"Mr.
Jacobson's unique idea, what he has termed the "bel canto instrumental technique," eschews
the idea of individual musical talent in favor of exploring--and challenging--how music itself is
approached and taught from the most basic level of instruction to the pinnacle of
performance." "The unique "Bel Canto Instrumental Technique" as described by master
musician, David Jacobson, in Lost Secrets will shift the way we think about the very nature of
musical genius and talent."-- Chanticleer Reviews "Jacobson challenges sacrosanct beliefs and
opens a Pandora's box of questions...he analyses in great depth the genius of past masters and
controversially questions Galamian's and Suzuki's teaching methods. Jacobson exhorts us to
see, hear and feel anew."--Mary Nemet, Austa National Reviews editor"To demonstrate that
talent and skill can be investigated, understood and learnt, Jacobson has developed from his
analyses a scientific performance approach: "bel canto instrumental technique"...Jacobson's
part-autobiographical narrative is logically structured and fluently written...and is accessible to a
wide readership. "--The Strad"A tremendously enlightening book brilliantly written by a truly
renaissance man. Every musician should read this."--Endre Granat, The Heifetz Scale
BookFrom the AuthorContentsAuthor's Note ixPreface xiIntroduction xixACT I GENESIS
Chapter 1 Beginning 3 Chapter 2 School 9 Chapter 3 Jake Krachmalnick 17 Chapter
4 Philadelphia 21 Chapter 5 Meadowmount 27 Chapter 6 Curtis 29 Chapter 7
Center City 35ACT II THE PLAY, EDEN, AND THE FALL Chapter 8 The Play 39 Chapter
9 Eden 47 Chapter 10 The Fall 59ACT III EDUCATIO Chapter 11 Confusion 81 Chapter
12 Opportunity 85 Chapter 13 New York 91 Chapter 14 Paradigm Shifts 95 Chapter 15
The "Secrets" of the Masters 101 Chapter 16 "Laws" of Music, Visualization, and other
Discoveries 119 Chapter 17 Skeletal, or Compositional, Thinking 163 Chapter 18



Technique: A Three-Part System 187 Chapter 19 Religion 217ACT IV POWER AND
IMPORTANCE Chapter 20 Instruments and Violin Dealers 227 Chapter 21 Mentors and the
"Importance" of Importance 235 Chapter 22 Conductors 247 Chapter 23 Agents and
Soloism 261 Chapter 24 Composers 269ACT V TEACHING--VALUES CREATE CULTURE
& POTENTIALITY Chapter 25 The Suzuki Violin Method 277 Chapter 26 Galamian 309
Chapter 27 Responsibility 351 Chapter 28 On "Feeling" in Music and Life 365 Chapter 29
Altered States 371 Chapter 30 The Development of Intelligence and Talent 383 Chapter 31
Return to Curtis 403 Chapter 32 Can We Change? 409 Chapter 33 Some Answers
417Appendix 425 Sources 443From the Inside FlapParadigmatic Shifts in "Classical" Music--
Education, Composition, and Performance"In the absence of a paradigm...all of the facts that
could possibly pertain to the development of a given science...seem equally relevant...In the
absence of a reason for seeking some particular form of more recondite information early fact-
gathering is usually restricted to the wealth of data that lie ready at hand."--Thomas Kuhn, The
Structure of Scientific RevolutionsInterest in classical music is declining. Everyone in the field
desperately tries to understand why, attempting to solve this chasmic generational shift.Music
administrators make programs more "pop" oriented. Musicians dress differently. The audience
dresses differently. Orchestras play movie music. Musicians demonstrate classical music to
school children, hoping if they catch them young enough interest will stick.But it doesn't seem
to.The one possibility musicians never consider is that it may be the musicians themselves who
are generating disinterest.Upon examination, not only does the training--the educative side of
the field--confuse or often permanently impair a student's innate talent and enjoyment of music
(parents and students beware), but the way professional musicians understand the music is, to
put it simply, boring.The field is an interesting example of functional incoherence. The system
functions, but in a way that destroys itself."Classical" music is suffering from an institutionalized
constriction, a myopic understanding of what music actually is. This is fueled by a desperate
search for order within the field. We, classical musicians, are attempting to create order within a
genre--the so-called disciplined art of music--that is unable to agree on much of anything
regarding underlying principles.From the Back CoverLost Secrets of Master Musicians: A
Window Into Genius argues that:There is a meta-pattern to music. This pattern is
discoverable.Great players' technique and musical expression emerge from this meta-pattern
(the ones studied in the book).This may or may not have been a conscious alignment, but
represents a gestalt shift in perception.The field, and educational organs of classical music, as a
whole, derive their teaching of technique and musical expression from analysis of the printed
music. Printed music is an abstraction of music. It's patterns are fundamentally opposite and
incommensurable with the meta-pattern of music.Fundamental mental (conceptual)/physical
settings determine potential, both individually and systemically.The great players studied in this
book learned to play from printed music.Yet, the mental/physical settings of these master
musicians (the ones studied in this book) were aligned to the meta-pattern of music. Therefore,
their concepts emerged from this bedrock reality of music. Physically, mentally and expressively



they were in congruent relationship with their medium. This psychological sympathy (and the
feedback created by congruence with the meta-pattern of music) funneled--circumscribed--their
action, presenting to them the possibility of technical wizardry and naturally expressive,
inherently creative performance, evidencing in them what we would call "genius" or describe as
"great talent." The gestalt perceptual shifts made by these performers not only include an
unconscious or conscious alignment with the meta-pattern of music, but several other highly
counter-intuitive gestalt perceptual shifts regarding awareness of recursive patterns in physical
motion and musical recursive patterning with the meta-pattern.Implicit within these mental/
physical structures is the capacity to generate complex musical patterns from a few very simple
mental/physical parameters and constraints.Once known, these gestalt shifts, perceptual,
physical, musical can be taught--practically applied to: playing technique in all instruments and
voice, to teaching and performing. Bel canto singing derives from alignment to the meta-pattern,
and was the model of musical declamation consciously studied by every great composer and
instrumental performer.Bel canto singers learned from music, but many did not. How they made
the above-mentioned perceptual shifts may constitute what Rossini describes as "the secrets
of...traditions... If those who posses the great, true traditions disappear without leaving disciples
on their level, the art vanishes, dies." (generational learning)Speech declamation more closely
approximates music's meta-pattern than does printed music.a. Rhythm is derived from the
rhythm of the body and speech pattern.b. Playing or singing by ear does not necessarily align
with music's meta-pattern.Our current classical music paradigm is incommensurable with the
meta-pattern of music and with "the secrets of those traditions." Its foundational settings--
educational paradigms, performance practices--are derived from the study of printed music
without the requisite gestalt shifts necessary for alignment with the meta-pattern.This produces
results antagonistic to the actual nature of music--to the meta-pattern. This "false" alignment
produces a fetish for perfectionism, a mechanical understanding and "re-creation" of the music,
and a pedagogical structure at odds with the true nature of music. As a result of this, our current
educational paradigm confuses and often destroys the efforts of serious students of music.
(Students are not only our future performers. They are our future audience. Their interest is to a
great extent, as in any field, not separate from their success in learning.)There is common
agreement that interest in classical music is dwindling; that younger people are not interested in
the genre and that the "new" music of contemporary composers is widely rejected by
audiences. Even though there are societal changes that may be negatively affecting the genre,
educational factors are the only aspect of this problem over which musicians have any
control.These educative misunderstandings are serious enough to have a profoundly
deleterious affect on the art form. Because foundational settings circumscribe potential, creative
energy for teaching, composing and performance in the classical music field would be
significantly increased if aligned to the meta-pattern of music. Teaching music to students would
be easier, enjoining creative playing as a natural part of learning and performance. The structure
of performance (eventually ending the need for conductors in performance) would be



reconfigured, opening possibilities for more creative approaches to public performance and
composition.These changes could stem the tide in a genre currently drifting into oblivion.About
the AuthorViolinist, writer and lecturer, David Jacobson is the founder and director of the San
Francisco Institute of Music where he created a unique system of teaching, employing what he
terms the theory of "bel canto instrumental technique," now known as the SFIM (San Francisco
Institute of Music) Method. He is a graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music, where he studied
with Ivan Galamian, and has a Master of Music Performance degree from Boston University. He
writes a blog on music at Melonaissance.comRead more
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Chanticleer Book Reviews, “Lost Secrets will shift the way we think about the very nature of
musical genius and talent. Thought provoking and revealing!. The unique Bel Canto Instrumental
Technique as described by master musician, David Jacobson, in "Lost Secrets of Master
Musicians - A Window into Genius" will shift the way we think about the very nature of musical
genius and talent. A Curtis Institute graduate, Mr. Jacobson also holds a Master of Music
Performance degree from Boston University and is the founder and director of the San Francisco
Institute of Music.Told with assurance and passion, a tale of one man’s lifelong journey to
connect with his own musical and artistic aesthetic unwinds across decades and touches upon
the techniques of some of the best-known musicians of modern times. Classically trained
musicians and amateurs alike will find the techniques discussed in" Lost Secrets of Master
Musicians" thought-provoking.In a chronological and easy-to-follow fashion, Mr. Jacobson
begins by providing background for his insight into the existence of these lost secrets, describing
his own introduction into musical study and detailing his experiences with various well-known
mentors, eventually culminating with his study at the prestigious Curtis Institute while still a
young teen.While not every classically trained musician or music educator will agree with his
conclusions, Mr. Jacobson has the undeniable pedigree and real life experience to discuss the
techniques of fine playing, specifically of the violin, and successful music pedagogy within his
genre."Lost Secrets of Master Musicians" attempts to answer the promise of its title. Any
musician who has spent time studying the twentieth century masters: Jascha Heifetz, Nathan
Milstein, and David Oistrakh, Vladimir Horowitz, and Glenn Gould will find their interest piqued
by the re-discovery of playing techniques that Mr. Jacobson puts forth in his insightful and
revealing, and yet, what some musicians may consider controversial, treatise.As a performer,
Mr. Jacobson begs the musician and the reader to recognize what has been lost and how it can
be recovered. The included photographs of proper position when playing the violin aid in the
many points covering body symmetry, tone in playing, and what is referred to as “mind/body
flow.”Individual chapters are devoted to an instrument’s intrinsic value apart from the player, the
role of authority in the face of the conductor or mentor, and the composer’s role in the modern
repertoire. Each point is examined through the lens of Mr. Jacobson’s new approach before the
approach itself is compared to that of the well-known and controversial Suzuki Method, as well
as Galamian instruction, a method of violin pedagogy found at both Juilliard and the Curtis
Institute.Mr. Jacobson’s unique idea, what he has termed the “bel canto instrumental technique,”
eschews the idea of individual musical talent in favor of exploring--and challenging--how music
itself is approached and taught from the most basic level of instruction to the pinnacle of
performance.”

Barbara Bella, “Great Insights for Parents. I picked up this book because my daughter studied
violin at The San Francisco Institute of Music with David and Audinga Jacobson so I was



naturally curious to read a book reflecting the teaching philosophy of the individual who had the
greatest impact on my daughter's music education. I myself am not a musician, yet found this
book to be important on many levels. I do hope that music professionals from all areas of the
discipline will read David's evaluations and recommendations for improving the pedagogy of
music education as he offers a serious critique of the challenges and flaws of the current
system, and offers tangible steps for action. I however am writing today to recommend Lost
Secrets of Master Musicians to any parent interested in seriously considering the quality and
rigor and introspection of their children's educators. In this book, David Jacobson takes you
along on his journey as a gifted violinist studying with teachers and at institutions renowned for
their excellence. Yet prestige masked the shallowness of what these individuals and institutions
were really able to give to a young aspiring student. Over time, David, through frustration and
desire, went on his own journey to unlock what he saw as missing from any serious pursuit of
mastery of his instrument; studying the techniques of the greatest players of all time. Dismissing
talent as innate and unknowable has served to justify the lack of inquiry to understand the
mechanics and techniques and thus has precluded the opportunity to have ever more people
develop, or at least try to develop, their own talents.At a time when there is so much pressure
and competition for entry to the most elite learning institutions in our country, I found this book a
good reminder to not just settle for orthodoxy; to be sure you, as a parent, are satisfied that the
teachers and institutions that you are entrusting your children's development to are operating
with full integrity.I thought the book might be too academic for me--but I found so much of it
charming, funny and insightful. I passed over sections of the book that I am not qualified to read
since I am not a musician, but found the most of the concepts easy enough to understand as a
lay person. Much easier read than expected and entirely enjoyable. And boy did I feel lucky my
daughter had the benefit of his music theory and approach.”

Gabriel Chan, “selective read, but a lot of helpful information.. Despite a lot of air, the part on the
3 parts system is really a gem. after I understood how the right arm should move, I could draw
better sound from my violin with very fast full bow strokes. I know my bow is straight and my
bowing plane is flat to the string. Very happy about this finding. A big thank you for the analysis.A
bit further back, it talked about spicatto is like skipping stone over water. With th new arm
movement, I can now play a much faster spiccato ala part of Paganini motor perpetual without
stopping, while in the past I some how could not control the bow. This is my second thank
you.However, I still cannot understand about the imaginary line formed by the base of the finger
to be parallel to the bowing arm. I read and re-read. Even with illustrations it is still a misery.I feel
that the author need not criticized other systems because it does not apply to me so I did not
read. I am also not interested in his biography. However, I cannot complain because the analysis
presented actually helped me to play better almost with a day of grasping the idea and after
some practices.The part on weak beat vs strong beat is not so easily understood. Until I looked
for YouTube on Heifetz playing melodie by Tchaikovsky. It gave me a shock when I heard Heifetz



actually did emphasized the weak beat on every phrase. The part on the 2 notes is also difficult ,
well if one book I can learn one idea, it is already a good book. So the book is a very good
tonpotentially excellent book depending on the ability of the reader to grasp the idea present d.If
will be great if David can have a forum for further discussion”

John Drury, “interesting. very interesting ideas relevant to classical music especially regarding
performance training and composition education . As a recent returner to amateur playing his
observations on music education ring true to my experience . Furthermore as a practicing visual
artist I found his outlook makes good sense in that field too in for instance the modern quest for
originality”

Henry A. Avila Zafrane, “Five Stars. Great book!”

The book by Laura Jane Grace has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 45 people have provided feedback.
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